Sacred Music Weekends on WMFJ 1450
If you like traditional hymns, choirs, breath-taking singing, and inspirational
instrumental music that speaks to your heart with a mesage that seems long
forgotten, tune in on Saturdays and Sundays throughout the day for the
best Bible teachers and the best music.
For a complete program guide go to http://www.wjlu.org/ or give us a call at 386.756.9094.
For today’s popular Christian inspirational top 40 music tune in to 89.7, 90.3, 97.3 or now in Deltona on 102.7

Sundays, 4-5pm - Bill Gaither’s Homecoming Radio

Young Puppy Just Can’t ‘Hold It’
DEAR PAW’S CORNER: We adopted a puppy
last month. “Jake” is having some problems adjusting to his new home. He has soiled his own bed three
times so far (we crate him at night) and doesn’t make
it through the day -- he starts whining by the door
around lunchtime and, if we’re not home, will just go
anywhere in the house. How can we fix this? – Carl
B., via email
DEAR CARL: How old is Jake? It sounds like, barring any unknown physical issues or illness, he is a
young puppy with a small bladder. He simply can’t hold
it as long as a fully grown dog.
The fact that Jake makes it a point to whine by the
door means that the house training is effective, but you
may be waiting much too long to take him out. When
he has to go, he will go. That includes soiling his crate,
which is an absolute last resort for a dog.
Follow this guideline, published by the American
Kennel Club, called the “month-plus-one” rule: Take
your puppy’s age in months, and add one. That gives you
a rough estimate of the maximum number of hours Jake
should wait before going outside to pee or poop.
For example, if Jake is four months old, add one to
that number. The total, five, means he should be taken
outside every five hours. Every puppy is different, so
Jake may need to go out a little sooner. And yes, that
means he may need to go out in the middle of the night,
or on a pee pad.
He should always be taken out just before bedtime
and first thing in the morning, regardless of his age.
Send your questions, comments or tips to ask@
pawscorner.com.
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• On June 13, 1381, a large mob of English peasants
marches into London and begins burning and looting the
city. The revolt began with the bubonic plague in the late
1340s, which killed nearly a third of the population of
England and led to higher wages due to scarcity of labor.
Parliament, however, passed laws to hold down wages.
• On June 19, 1856, the first national convention of
the Republican Party comes to its conclusion. After the
Civil War, the Republican-dominated Congress forced a
radical Reconstruction policy on the South, which saw
the passage of the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments to
the Constitution.
• On June 17, 1885, the dismantled Statue of Liberty, a gift from France, arrives in New York Harbor after
being shipped across the Atlantic Ocean in 350 individual
pieces packed in more than 200 cases. The copper and
iron statue was reassembled and dedicated the following
year.
• On June 15, 1904, more than 1,000 people taking a
pleasure trip on New York City’s East River are drowned
or burned to death when fire sweeps through the riverboat-style steamer General Slocum.
• On June 14, 1951, the U.S. Census Bureau dedicates
UNIVAC, the first commercially produced generalpurpose electronic digital computer in the U.S.
UNIVAC used thousands of vacuum tubes for computation.
• On June 16, 1961, Rudolf Nureyev, the young star
of the Soviet Union’s Kirov Opera Ballet Company, defects during a stopover in Paris. While preparing to board
the return flight, Nureyev threw himself into the arms of
airport security people, screaming, “Protect me!” He was
given political asylum.
• On June 18, 1983, Dr. Sally K. Ride becomes
the first American woman in space when the shuttle
Challenger is launched on its second mission. Ride, as
a mission specialist, was the first woman to operate the
shuttle’s mechanical arm used to remove ice from its exterior.
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